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Progress Update

installation of the sloped roof vapor retarder has begun on sequence 2 and 3. the sloped roof
decking is ongoing in sequence 3. level 4 clearstory walls are being framed and sheathed. exterior
framing is ongoing throughout the exterior. Sheathing of the west side has begun in sequence 1 and 2.
inside the building, ductwork installation has begun on First and second floor. overhead mechanical,
electrical, plumbing and interior framing has started on 1st floor, and continues on 2nd and 3rd
level. sequence 3 slab on grade is currently being prepared for upcoming pours. the last elevated
deck pour was completed earlier this week.

Progress Photos

Upcoming Work
- Sequence 1 and 2 Pitched
Roofing
- Sequence 1 Flat Roofing
- Sequence 1 and 2 Sheathing,
Blocking, and Air Barrier
- sequence 2 in wall rough-in
- sequence 3 slab pours
- sequence 1 insulation of
mechanical pipes
- Sequence 3 underground
rough-in

Safety Topic

First floor layout
South side windows and air barrier

sequence 2 low roof
framing/sheathing

Sequence 2 Atrium
Framing/sheathing

Project Countdown: 53 Weeks to Certificate of Occupancy on 26 April 2022!
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Performing these as-builts helps minimize
problems when setting steel and ensures
quality work is being done.
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it will take about 123,924
bricks to construct the
Nistler College of Business. If
the bricks were laid out in a
row, it would be over 24 miles
long.

The PCL/Community JV has
many effective safety
policies & programs in
place. They help protect
us - so we do our best to
follow them - to work
injury free. However,
there are many other
things in our daily lives
that can lead to injury
and/or harm. One of them
is sleep deprivation. Did
you know that being awake
for 20 or more hours is
the equivalent of being
legally drunk? Or, that
you are 3X more likely to
be in a car crash if you are
sleepy. Therefore, getting
a good night’s sleep is a
necessity. It’s a vital
factor in our overall
health. It recharges us
for our new day’s tasks,
gives us clarity to make
good decisions, even aids
in the ability to transport
ourselves to work safely
each morning. Let’s take
care of ourselves as much
“off” the job as we do on
site. Get a good night’s
sleep!
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